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Abstract. This paper suggests a system which takes the role of café clerks and communicates with customers. The automatic dialog system is based on an algorithm of machine learning to estimate the intention of customers’ talks which are entered into the
system as texts and generate appropriate clerks’ replies. Since the system learns characteristics of dialogues in the café from a
corpus collected from real cafés, it is able to communicate with people naturally in café situations and it is also applicable to
other circumstances.
The suggested system consists of four modules: a module which extracts information such as the menu from an input sentence, one which inserts the extracted information into an output sentence, one which guesses the intention of entered customers’
request and one which produces an output based on the estimated customers’ intention and the collected conversation corpus.
The modules which obtain additional information from the input and place it into the output are implemented to use the prior
information like the menu because this study limits the experiment to conditions in the café. The others are designed on the basis
of the Hidden Markov Model and a method of filtering and prediction.
To do the experiment, we recorded approximately 130 dialogues of ordering situations in a café and 12 dialogues each from
another café and a bus terminal. Through processes of converting conversations into text and tagging the intention of each talk,
the collected conversations were used for learning both the intention estimating module, a next sentence generating module and
testing their performances.
Two types of the performance tests were conducted to evaluate the accuracy of the algorithm to estimate customers’ intention
and suitability of the generated clerk’s words. 10-fold cross validation with 130 ordering dialogues were used for the accuracy
evaluation of the intention estimation; the data set was divided into 10 subsets randomly, and 9 subsets were used for the module’s learning while one subset was utilized for the test. The averaged accuracy showed that the module is able to guess the intention of the input sentence with 91 percent accuracy. Meanwhile, the naturalness of generated sentences was tested with a 7point scale. The surveyors rated each sentence with 5.18 points and each dialogue (one set of conversation) with 4.47 points on
average. Additionally, the system which used 130 dialogues for training was applied to cases of dialogues from another café and
a bus terminal, and it showed the possibility of application in conditions other than a café by gaining 5.88 points for each sentence and 5.95 points for each dialogue on average in the situation of the bus terminal whose scores were higher than that of other café; 5.32 points for each sentence and 4.45 for each dialogue.
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Introduction

Speech recognition offers a new style of the input-output device of a computer rather than traditionally used mouse and keyboard.
The method of entering and printing orders or data through the voice has several advantages in respect to the familiarity to the
general people and the ease of multitasking. Because of these merits, researchers and corporations have researched speech recognition for several decades, and some corporations like Google and Apple recently started to deploy their speech recognizing programs with high performance.
In this field of study, researchers used the n-gram and models such as the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) or the Markov Decision Process (MDP) to understand people’s voice and generate dialogue. Details of these studies will be elaborated on the next
section. The followings are the results of research in the current industry summarized concisely. Google’s speech recognition
program is comprised of a transducer reflecting a language model, a phonetic-to-word transducer and the acoustic model which is
dependent on the context to process the human voice. ([1]) The program uses a dictionary which is automatically built from web
pages and a language model data of 3-gram or 5-gram. Also, its context dependent acoustic model utilizes the Hidden Markov
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Model and Phonetic Decision Tree. ([2], [3]) The Hidden Markov Model represents states of speech and transitional relationships
between these states, and the Phonetic Decision Trees are implemented according to each state. In addition, TransTac Program
which DARPA sponsored uses the Gaussian Mixture Model consisting of 1300 acoustic states and one hundred thousands of
Gaussians as the acoustic model. Some studies implemented the Deep Neural Network for the acoustic model. A few programs of
speech recognition such as Apple’s SIRI provide small numbers of models and data to enable the user’s device to participate in
computing. However most of the commercialized speech recognition programs employ lots of data and complex models so they
do not compute results in user-end products such as mobile phones but transmit recorded data to server computers and receive
computed results. ([4])
Such systems like SIRI not only have a speech recognition model, but also a language generation model. Once these systems
convert voice to text, they analyze its meaning and do something for a good response. Since the system responds to the users,
many people feel comfortable and perceive it as a smart system.
Studies on language generation can be classified into 2 groups: a knowledge-based type and a data-driven type. The
knowledge-based speech recognizing system has difficulty in applications to different situations; otherwise, the system of the
data-driven class requires a large amount of data to be implemented. Furthermore, general-purpose language generation systems
of corporations need to communicate with server computers so devices which are not able to connect to the internet are constrained to use these systems.
Therefore, we suggest the language generation model which requires a relatively small amount of data and situational
knowledge in this research. To learn the temporal correlation of dialogues, we used the structure of the Hidden Markov Model.
Speech recognizing models apprehend intentions of dialogue and generate appropriate sentences according to the prediction of the
conversation-behavior class. The results of this study is meaningful as there is the possibility of considering approximately long
term intentions of previously articulated speeches due to the structure of the Hidden Markov Model and implementations of the
language generator employing correlations of dialogues among the training data is possible.
This research used recorded dialogues between clerks and customers at a coffee shop for training and testing our speech recognizing model. If additional information such as the menu and data about conversations between shop assistants and customers are
provided, the speech recognition model can be utilized in a diverse range of sale businesses as well as cafes or restaurants.
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Related works

Cuayáhuitl et al. (2005) assumed that user’s responses are related to the sequence of responses. They made Natural Language
Generation (NLG) Model using three kinds of the Hidden Markov Model: HMM, Input-HMM (IHMM), and Input-Output-HMM
(IOHMM) with 2-gram. This model generates sentence using user’s intention predicted by this model and state which is classified
as system. According to the evaluation of three different HMM model using DARPA Communicator data, all of them shows similar performance. ([5])
Jung(2009) indicated problems of existing data-driven-based language generation model: the limit of user patterns and poor
user type controllability. He suggested logistic regression based Markov framework model. He regarded that user’s intentions
given discourse context are consist of domain knowledge and discourse knowledge. This model regards intention as a combination of frames. It makes overcome the limit of user patterns and can simulate various user discourses. ([6])
Chu-Carroll (1998) made intention recognizing model using HMM and n-gram. This model uses discourse history as well as
current utterance. She assumed that if a model uses discourse structure, it will be better performance than before. She made two
models which difference is whether use discourse structure or not. However, the gap of these two models is just less than 2%p.
She also used n-best results. In her result, as n is larger, the performance is better. ([7])
Most of commercial NLG systems are based on the finite-state model and it is hard to expand the model reflecting new situations because of fixed numbers of states. On the other hands, corpus-based model is relatively easy to expand, so Kang and Ko
(2013) used MDP and partially observed MDP (POMDP) and POS tagging. They grouped adjacent state to large state and the
task completion rate was 91%, 90% (F-score) for each of two kinds of corpora according to results of their experiments. ([8])
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Discourse System

We assumed that person’s each utterance implies an intention of previous dialogues and these two factors, utterance and intention,
are highly correlated. Therefore, as Fig. 1 displays, we suggested a new intention classifier/ utterance generation model based on

HMM. Since our assumption about people’s discourse is that series of intention affect next utterance, the HMM was utilized to
build our model and Fig. 2 depicts exact scheme of the HMM.

Fig. 1. Structure of our suggesting model which analyzes purposes of
input sentences and makes replies to them

Fig. 2. Structure of the Hidden Markov Model and variables in Eq.
(1)-(4)

When person’s speech is entered into the model, preprocessor and intention classifier treat the input sentence. The role of preprocessor is extracting information about menu or option if they exist in the input. It makes a list about menu and option which
appear in the input and this extracted information will be utilized by sentence structure generator and sentence generator. Intention classifier is the HMM-based intention predictor which produces probability distribution of input’s intention over subdivision
of intention. In the case of generating next sentence using predicted intention, sentence structure generator chooses appropriate
structure of sentence from previously collected corpus considering probability of next intention and the number of menu and option in the sentence structure. And then, sentence generator merges the chosen structure of sentence and information of menu and
option of previous input speech to make output which will be a reply to the input utterance. In addition to sentence generator
model on the basis of intention prediction, we constructed and tested the performance of sentence generator which chooses sentence structure by considering next utterance feature (UF). Detailed explanation will be provided in following sections.

3.1

Intention Classifier

As mentioned above, intention classifier uses HMM to infer intention of an entered sentence and predict intention of probable
following utterance in the dialogue. This concept of intention classifier was represented in the paper [9], some authors of this
thesis’s previous work. Similar to conventional modeling technique using HMM, the suggested model takes a hidden layer representing the intention of utterances and a visible layer for the utterances. As the HMM can only take discretized nodes and the
utterance set is too sparse to deal with small dimensional data, sentences are divided into some groups (utterance features) by a
few rules to represent properties of utterances such as price, menu, and actions.
3.2

Intention-based Sentence Structure Generator

Since the model is built on the HMM, the system is able to anticipate an intention of user’s utterance by equation (1). Meaning of
each variable of equation (1) is as in the following: Ht means intention of t-th utterance, Xt stands for t-th speech and Yt is the
utterance feature which t-th statement belongs to.
P  H t X t , H t 1   P  H t Yt , H t 1  P Yt X t 
 P Yt H t  P  H t H t 1  P Yt X t  P Yt H t 1 

(1)

Although most of other models choose just one intention which has maximum probability, our model does not use it, but all of its
probability. To reflect possibility of transferring from one intention to many different intentions, choosing one intention randomly
according to probability of transition between intentions is more appropriate than just choosing maximum probable intention.
Therefore, the system predicts next intention by considering transitional probability of HMM and picks proper structured utterance among collected structures of predicted intention by its weight, w of equation (2).

 N s  Nu 
 10 1  N s   N s  N u 
0
 N s  Nu 

w  1  Ns

(2)

N s : the number of information in system's utterance
N u : the number of information in user's utterance
System changes wildcard (i.e. ‘<menu 1>’) in this structure to information what user’s utterance has. We assumed generated sentence is well-fitted in dialogue, so we use its intention to predict next input as equation (3).
P  X t 1 X t , H t 1   P  X t 1 H t 1  P  H t 1 X t , H t 1 
 P  X t 1 H t 1  P  H t 1 H t  P  H t X t , H t 1 

3.3

(3)

Utterance group-based Sentence Structure Generator

To compare performance of models which have slightly different method to generate next sentence, we implemented other type of
sentence structure generator which calculates probability of utterance features of next utterance. Thus, this model uses transitional
probability between hidden variables, intention, and estimation probability from hidden variables to visible variables, utterance, of
HMM structure. The equation for next utterance feature generating is similar to one for next intention generating model. The system generates a structured utterance accorded by same rules, and changes this utterance’s wildcard to user’s information.
P Yt 1 X t , H t 1   P Yt 1 H t 1  P  H t 1 X t , H t 1 
 P Yt 1 H t 1  P  H t 1 H t  P  H t X t , H t 1 
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Experimental results

4.1

Data

(4)

To evaluate performance of our model, we set a goal of experiment as apprehending intention of each sentence in conversations
between customers and café clerks and made a program which is able to replace café clerks. Therefore we used conversation data
collected from a coffee shop by using a recorder. The data are composed of 130 dialogues about 20 hours in length if one dialogue is defined as a consecutive sequence of conversation between a customer and a shop assistant.
We set 23 intention categories and added intention labels to all sentences of collected data. The 23 kinds of intention and example sentences for each type of intentions are in table 1. Also, the concept of utterance feature is introduced to discretize visible
variable of HMM which represents each speech of speakers. We made several standards to assort sentences into utterance features
and assessed their efficiency with cross-validation test of intention classifier. Table 2 shows groups of criteria for classifying utterance features. ‘Menu’, ‘price’ and ‘option’ in table 2 are conditions which categorize sentences whether they include some of
menu, information about price or optional choices. The word ‘Action’ in table 2 signifies activities like paying with the credit
card or signing. Furthermore, ‘complete/incomplete’ of conditions’ group2 in table 2 reflects one characteristic of Korean language which has structural components of sentence notifying ending of sentences. These standards and information about speakers are used to make utterances into utterance feature which has discrete and finite value. Example sentences for each utterance
feature are displayed in table 3.

In addition to assorting intention and utterance feature, the pool of sentence structures was built to be used by sentence structure generator. For each sentence of the data set, words of menu and option are replaced by specially pre-assigned words such as
‘<menu>’ or ‘<option>’ and this converted sentence is assembled into sentence structure groups according to its intention. Table
4 shows an epitome of the converting process. ‘Converted Sentence’ is the result of changing original sentence’s information
about menu and option into wildcards and ‘Information’ contains the information about menu and option.

Table 1. Subgroups of intentions and example sentences of them

Table 2. Conditions for grouping sentences into utterance features

Table 3. Utterance features and example sentences of each UF

Table 4. An example sentence and conversion result

4.2

Results of Intention Classifier

For assessment of intention classifier’s performance, three specific results of classifier were considered: comparison of ability to
estimate intention between classifiers using different conditions to categorize utterance feature, difference of classifier’s accuracy
related to the amount of data to train the model, and dialogue structure which can be found from transition probability of HMM.
First of all, Fig. 3 expresses accuracy of predicting intention of several intention classifier models. Accuracy of each model
was obtained from 10-fold cross-validation test. First model in Fig. 3 is intention classifier using decision tree model and this
classifier was suggested by Junhyuk Oh. ([10]) Other four classifiers are HMM-based intention classifiers which are explained in
this paper and cond. 1 to 4 means standards for utterance feature which were shown in table 2. As depicted in Fig. 3, the increase
of the number of utterance features improves performance of intention classifiers. This is because intention of utterance has 23
categories so using small kinds of utterance group results in one utterance feature-to-multiple intention correspondence. For example, when intention classifier uses condition group 1 of table 2, 10 intentions are related to sentences including menu, 3 intentions are associated with utterances involving price, and 10 intentions are connected to ‘others’ group of sentences. However, as
conditions for UF increases, development of accuracy contracts so making UF much finely does not guarantee huge growth of
performance.
In addition to comparing performance of intention classifiers which use different model or utterance feature, the intention classifier gives meaningful correlation between the amount of training data and accuracy of the classifier. Fig. 4 expresses results of
cross validation test while using 10% to 90% of collected data for training. For each case of percentage, training data were chosen
randomly and cross validation test was repeated 10 times so results in Fig. 4 are accuracy’s mean and standard deviation. The
graph shows approximate convergence of performance when using 80% or more data so HMM-based intention classifier requires
relatively small amount of data to reason intention of sentences 90% accuracy.

Lastly, probability of transition between hidden variables of HMM contains information about structure of discourse. Fig. 5 is
the graphical representation of transition probability of HMM. Intention of previous sentence is on the horizontal axis and intention of next utterance is on the vertical axis. Intention of each row and column follows intention ordered in table 1: a square at left
lower corner signifies probability of intention shift from ‘Beginning/End of Conversation’ to ‘Beginning/End of Conversation’
and a square at right upper corner stands for probability that ‘Others’ intention changes to ‘Others’ intention. As the specific case
of intention transition more probably occurs, color of a related square becomes darker. Five most probable cases of intention shift
are described in table 5. These cases seem obvious but they also show that intention classifier learns structural characteristics of
dialogues in specific situation.

Fig. 3. Average accuracy of several models from 10 fold cross validation test (Decision Tree[10] and HMM model with UF condition in table 2)
Fig. 5. Transition probability of HMM (previous intention on horizontal
axis and next intention on vertical axis)

Table 5. 5 most probable cases of transitions and their probability

Fig. 4. Average accuracy and standard deviation of cross validation
test according to different amount of data to train the classifier

4.3

Results of Sentence Generator

We used survey to evaluate the performance of utterance generator. For the process of making the system and testing it, collected
data are divided into two groups: 80% of 130 dialogues for training and rest of them for testing. And then, HMM for the intention

classifier and the utterance generator learns the training data and the system completes sequence of conversation when guests’
parts of whole dialogues and the system’s own outputs are used as input. For example, guest’s ordering utterance which is the first
sentence of the conversation is entered into the system so first output is obtained. Then, a sequence of three utterances, guest’s
first sentence- system’s first output- guest’s second utterance, becomes input of the system and related output is generated. By this
method, result conversations whose relevance will be tested are generated from customers’ utterances of 20 percent of data.
Therefore, the system generates 52 user-system dialogues (26 intention based generation, and 26 UF based generation). The
questionnaire is made of 52 generated dialogues and 13 real dialogues (control group) in random order and surveyed people cannot know each dialogue’s generating way. The subjects give marks each generated utterance and each dialogue how plausible it is
by score from one to seven (seven is very plausible).
Fig. 6 expresses average score of naturalness of utterances, and Fig. 7 expresses average score of naturalness of dialogue.
These scores were obtained from nine people’s replies. According to these figures, control group gets the highest score in both
category, and intention based generation follows control group. UF based generation gets the lowest score. The score of control
group in Fig.6 and Fig.7 is less than perfect score, and it means that original conversations were a little unsatisfactory to subjects
in terms of unaffectedness.
As depicted in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, intention based generation gets higher score than UF based generation. Since UF based generation uses the weight of each utterance in same UF as equation (2) and sentences in same UF have various intentions, UF based
generation shows poor performance in terms of context. Also intention can represent better than UF because it has more detailed
conditions: there are 23 intentions and 13 UFs. Thus, we suggest UF based generation model as well as intention based generation
model because the system’s output is much more related to UF, the visible variable of HMM, rather than intention, the hidden
variable of HMM but intention based generation works better than UF based generation. To be specific, UF based generation
easily fails to predict next sentences and causes generation error which occurs in the case that all of utterance structure of UFs
cannot represent user’s information. In our survey, 27 generation errors have occurred because of UF based generation, and these
errors comprise about 26% of speeches of UF based generation.

4.4

Result of Application in other situration

To evaluate applicability of our model, we tested the model in other situations while using existing café data as training data.
We collected 12 dialogues of other café and a ticket office of bus terminal each, and make menu and option table respectively. As
the method of test in above section, the system generates utterances from user’s intentions.
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 shows average score of different situation. Although training data is gathered in café, the score of terminal is
higher than that of another café. It rests in difference of dialogic structure. Structure of most terminal dialogues is ‘Ordering
(complete)’ -> ‘Notification of payment’ -> ‘Payment’ -> ‘Request to sign’ -> ‘Sign’. It is the most frequent pattern in both training data and terminal data, so our system can generate utterances correctly. On the contrary to this, dialogic structure of another
café is very different from one of the first café. Clerk always asked to save points, and every menu have options in the test cafe
while training café data never appear concept of point, and most of menu do not have options. This structural difference made
poor performance of utterance generator in café test data but the generator produced appropriate replies in the case of the bus
terminal’s ticket office.

Fig. 6. Average utterance score of generation model

Fig. 7. Average dialogue score of generation mode

Fig. 8. Average utterance score of other situations
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Fig. 9. Average dialogue score of other situations

Conclusion

In this paper, we assumed that dialogues between two people can be modeled as HMM so both the intention classifier which
estimates speaker’s purpose in each utterance and the sentence generator which creates responses to input sentences are implemented on the basis of HMM structure.
The intention classifier shows 90% accuracy of estimating intention of sentences using only 130 dialogues though the performance depends on given situations of conversation and criteria for utterance features. Also, the sentence generator responds to
people as human does if 80 percentage of similarity is satisfactory. The system and pre-obtained sentences data occupy only 20kb
in memory and average computing time for answering a sentence is about 9ms so this suggesting system has some advantages
over corporations’ speech recognizing programs in terms of simple structure of model, and less amount of storage consumption
and computation time.
The HMM-based intention classifier and sentence generator can be applied not only as substitute of clerks in diverse shops and
restaurants but to more general case of conversations focusing on the dialogic structure.
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